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THE STRUCTURE OF COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS
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ABSTRACT. The principal result is a construction of completely regular semigroups in

terms of semilattices of Rees matrix semigroups and their translational hulls. The main

body of the paper is occupied by considerations of various special cases based on the

behavior of either Green's relations or idempotents. The influence of these special cases on

the construction in question is studied in considerable detail. The restrictions imposed on

Green's relations consist of the requirement that some of them be congruences, whereas

the restrictions on idempotents include various covering conditions or the requirement that
they form a subsemigroup.

1. Introduction and summary. The semigroups in the title are also known as

"unions of groups", for they coincide with semigroups which are unions of their

(maximal) subgroups, and "Clifford semigroups" because Clifford laid the

groundwork for an eventual determination of their structure.

Clifford [1] proved that these semigroups are semilattices of completely simple

semigroups and conversely. Using Clifford's representation of a completely

regular semigroup, Lallement [9] reduced the problem of their structure to the

structure of completely simple semigroups and certain functions among them and

their translational hulls, see Theorem 1 below. The structure of a completely

simple semigroup is given in terms of Rees matrix semigroups by the Rees

theorem, see [4, §3.2]. The author [12] gave two constructions of the translational

hull of a Rees matrix semigroup; one of these is summarized in Theorem 2 below.

A suitable combination of these results should then yield the structure of

completely regular semigroups. This is precisely the underlying idea of the

present work. However, the multiplication in the general case, Theorem 3 below,

is very complicated and one cannot say that the structure of these semigroups is

thus determined. Hence we are led to consider special cases; these are either

given in terms of the behavior of idempotents or Green's relations, or the

simplification of the construction of the general case.

The structure of completely regular semigroups belonging to some special class

has attracted wide attention. Properties or constructions of these were given by:

(1) for orthodox case, Fantham [5], Clifford [3]; (2) bands of groups, Clifford [2],

Leech [10]; (3) normal bands of groups, the author [14]; (4) orthodox bands of

groups, Yamada [16]; (5) bands, Kimura [8], Yamada and Kimura [18], the
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author [13]; (6) subdirect products of a band and a semilattice of groups,

Yamada [16], [17], Howie and Lallement [6], the author [15]; (7) semilattices of

groups, Clifford [1]. This list does not include numerous papers dealing with

special properties of semigroups which have been successful only for certain

classes of completely regular semigroups, particularly for semilattices of groups.

Inspired by these precedents and armed with the construction outlined above,

we present here a systematic study of the structure of several classes of

completely regular semigroups. In §2, we give the construction of an arbitrary

completely regular semigroup as outlined above. The succeeding sections deal

with various restrictions on the semigroup in terms of either idempotents or

Green's relations or elements on the one hand, and the restrictions on the

parameters figuring in the construction on the other. Thus in §3, the principal

restriction is that the idempotents form a subsemigroup (orthodox case); in §4,

that % be a congruence (band of groups case); in §5, that % be a regular band

congruence; in §6, that % be a normal band congruence; in §7, that & = <%

(semilattices of right groups); in §8, that idempotents satisfy a special condition.

An explicit construction is given in §9 for the class of semigroups satisfying the

conditions in §§3 and 8 and whose maximal semilattice homomorphic image is a

chain. Another kind of restriction on idempotents is considered in §10.

The systematic study undertaken here yields a great number of results in the

references cited above, provides a single approach for the special cases already

treated and in most cases elucidates the interplay of various conditions imposed

on a completely regular semigroup.

2. The general construction. The main result (Theorem 3) is preceded by

needed definitions and notation, Lallement's theorem (Theorem 1), and a

construction of the translational hull of a Rees matrix semigroup (Theorem 2).

Completely regular semigroups S admit many equivalent definitions, to

mention only a few: (1) for every a E S, there exists x E S such that a = axa,

ax = xa; (2) for every a E S, a E Sa2 n a2S; (3) S is the union of its

(maximal) subgroups.

Let 5 be a semigroup and x, y be arbitrary elements of S. A function X on S,

written on the left, is a left translation if X(xy) = (Xx)y; a function p on S, written

on the right, is a right translation if (xy)p = x(yp); the pair (X, p) is a bitranslation

if in addition x(Xy) = (xp)y. The set A(5) of all left translations of S is a

semigroup under the composition (XX')x = À(À'x); the set P of all right transla-

tions of S is a semigroup under the composition x(pp') = (xp)p'\ the subsemi-

group fl(S) of A(S ) X ?(S ) consisting of all bitranslations is the translational hull

of S. A left translation X is inner if X = Xa for some a E S, where Xax = ax for

all x E S; an inner right translation pa is defined dually; the pair % = (Xa,pa) is

an inner bitranslation, and the set U(S) of all inner bitranslations is the inner part

of fl(S) (actually an ideal of Q(S)).
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Theorem 1 [9, Théorème 2.19]. Let Y be a semilattice; to each a E Y associate

a completely simple semigroup Sa and suppose that Sa C\ Sß = 0 if a ¥= ß. For

each pair a, ß E Y, a > ß, let 3>ai8: Sa -» Q(Sß) be a function satisfying the

following conditions:

(0*a^:a^^ (a e Sa),

(ü)(s„«w)(^*/w»)ciK5^),
(iii) if aß > y and a E Sa, b E SB, then

[(«*Mi)(*«W)l*ä#** - (a*a,y)(b%,y).

On S = UaeySa t7"eyî«t? a multiplication * by:

a*b = [(a*^)(to^)]*¿¿*       (a E Sa,b E SB).

Then S is a completely regular semigroup. Conversely, every completely regular

semigroup can be so constructed.

The essence of this theorem is the fact that every completely regular semigroup

is a semilattice of completely simple semigroups and conversely. For the above

construction is applicable to any semigroup which is a semilattice of weakly

reductive semigroups, and it amounts to writing the associative law in a

convenient form. The problem is thus reduced to (1) the structure of completely

simple semigroups, (2) the structure of their translational hulls, (3) a determina-

tion of the functions satisfying the above condition. Problem (1) has been solved

by virtue of the Rees theorem, see e.g. [4, §3.2], and we may thus substitute each

Sa by a Rees matrix semigroup over a group. In view of this, problem (2) has been

quasi-solved in view of several constructions of the translational hull of a Rees

matrix semigroup, see [12]. These constructions describe the translational hull in

question in terms of either a wreath product or of row or column monomial

matrices, but do not give the structure of these semigroups. Finally, problem (3)

has no solution whatsoever except in very special cases. It should be remarked

that conditions (i) and (iii) in Theorem 1 imply that each Q\^ is a homomor-

phism, and since Sa is bisimple, we then have that Sa\ß is contained in a ^-class

of Ü(SB). Also note that condition (ii) appears only in order to make condition

(iii) meaningful. It is the last condition which presents great difficulties and

makes the theorem a mere reduction of the problem of construction of complete-

ly simple semigroups to the problem of constructing these functions.

It would be futile even to try to construct these functions. Our program

consists in substituting each S„ by a Rees matrix semigroup and its translational

hull by a copy thereof in a wreath product, expressing the multiplication in terms

of these parameters, and searching for special cases in which this construction

simplifies. Among these cases, a prominent role is played by the behavior of

Green's relations relative to being one- or two-sided congruences, idempotents

forming a subsemigroup, etc.
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We will next construct an isomorphic copy of the translational hull of an

IX M Rees matrix semigroup over a group G with sandwich matrix P, denoted

by 9\i(I,G,M;P) and its elements by (i,g,n),_We denote by ^(X) (resp.

^'(X )) the semigroup of all transformations on a set X written on the left (resp.

right) of the argument and composed as such. The symbol GM denotes the set of

all functions mapping M into G. If t// E ?T(M) and u, <o' E GM, then to • *u' is

the element of GM defined by: p(w • *<o') = (jiu)(p¡/u') for all ¡i E M. If

a E *3(X) U %'(X), the symbol <a) means: a is a constant which maps A* onto

the element <a> E X. The identity mapping on X will be denoted by t*. We are

now ready to state the desired result.

Theorem 2. Let S = 911(7, G,M;P) and let T(S) denote the set of all (tp, u, i|/) in

<5(I)xGMX ®¡'(M)for which p^iyulp^ is independent of ¡i for all i E I and

p E M, with multiplication

(1) fa«,*)íy,cú',«fO = (w> • *w',W).

Then the function x defined by:

(2) x: fo, «, *) - (A, p)       ((«P. «. *) e r(S ))

wAere

(3) A(»,g,p) = (<p„P^)Oiw)Po#),g,ft)       ((<,g,p) G 5),

(4) 0,g,/t)p = (i,g(p*>),n4>) (0,g,p) e s),

« an isomorphism of T(S) onto £2(5"). Furthermore, for any (i,g,fi) E S, we have

(5) x:«'*>.'*,<M» -»%*,)

where vrig — pwg (7 6 M),

Proof. In the notation of [12, Theorems 1 and 2], we write left translations X of

S in the form

(6) A(/,g,p) = (ai,(<bi)g,n)   for a G 5(7), * E Ie,

and right translations p of S in the form

(7) (i,g,{i)p = Q,g(p4>),nß)   foT*EMG,ßE$'(M);

they form a bitranslation if and only if

(8) /VfrofoO = (Wr-)/»Wy      (» e 7,p £ A/)

by [12, Theorem 3]. To conform with the present notation, we substitute a, ß and

t// by <p, \¡> and <o, respectively, and <bi by p^J),)(pw)P(/^), for every » e 7. We see

without difficulty that (3) agrees with (6) and (4) agrees with (7). Furthermore (8)

can be expressed by saying that, in the present notation, P^,)(pw)P(pH, is
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independent of /x, which is the defining condition for elements of T(S). Hence the

first part of the theorem is essentially a reformulation of [12, Theorems 1, 2, 3].

In order to prove the second statement of the theorem, we consider first

(X,p) = (</>,v<^>)xfor(</>,T4,<u>) E r(.S).Forany(y,M 6 S, we obtain

X(j,h,v) = (hpJiiTig^jhp) = (i,gppjh,v) = A,/jW0(y',M>

(j,h,v)p = (j,h(init),\i) = (y',fy>»g>ri) = 0'>MP(lxa),

which shows that (X,p) = %g>(1). Conversely, if (i,g,¡i) E S, then by reversing

this argument, we infer that «/>, Tig, (n~))x = %g#y which completes the proof of

the second statement.

We now combine the two foregoing theorems to state the main construction

theorem for completely regular semigroups. The case \Y\ — 2 was already

elaborated upon by Clifford [1, Theorem 4].

Theorem 3. Let Y be a semilattice; to each a E Y associate a Rees matrix

semigroup Sa = ^l(Ia,Ga,Ma;P,) and suppose that Sa D Sß = 0 if a # ß. For

each pair a, ß E Y, a > ß, let 9aß: Sa -* T(Sß) be a function, in notation

Oa,ß: a-*Kß = (sPa.ß'ua,ß'^a.ß)' satisfying the following conditions: for a, ß E Y

arbitrary anda = (i,g,n) E Sa, b = (j^h,v) E SB,

(0 «a> = '. <« = ^r <C> = /*•
OO «aß<Pbß,aß> = k, <a/) • <"<o¿,a/} = rk„ <tf,aßtf,aß) = S.
(iii) if aß > y, in the notation of (ii) and c = (k, t, £ ), then

<p"a.yÚy = <P«Ar>    <y " *lr4r = «W    "Mr = <&.,•

On S = Uoey50 define a multiplication * by: in the notation of (ii),

(1) (i,g,p)*(j,h,v) = (k,t,t).

Then S is a completely regular semigroup. Conversely, every completely regular

semigroup is isomorphic to one so constructed.

Note that multiplication (1) can be given explicitly as follows: for a = (i,g,n)

E Stt,b = (y'.M 6 Sp,

(2) a*b = (WaAß4,aßy,P;kx (<<* )(<«*«íU»). <Cfl»fíU»

where k = (yaajllßyß<aß) and o e Maß is arbitrary.

It is clear that in this representation:

ft&juMÀM*»«* "A

(/,g,/i)&(y,M <=><* = /?,/ ~7.

(;,g,u)£(y,/i,i<) » a = /?, M = »»,

(i,g,n)%(j,h, i>)<=>a = ß,i =j,n = v.

This will be used henceforth without express mention.
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Notation. When dealing with a completely regular semigroup, we will use the

notation introduced in Theorem 3 without further explanation. If tpaJ',g,li) is

independent of g for all choices of the parameters a,ß and (i,g,p), we write

<p(',*.e) = <p0» and may substitute a -* tp°/} by a mapping from 7a X Ma into

T(Sß). If %',ß depends only on », again for all choices of a, ß and (i',g,ix), we

write (pi''«'»1) = <p' and may substitute a -» <p°¿ by a mapping from 7„ into T(Sß).

If <p° ̂ is a constant for all choices of a, ß and a, we write <p" = const and it can

be seen that we may use a mapping <paß: Ia-* Iß instead of a —* <p£>j8. The

notation i//('\w) = ijfi*\ rf/bw) = tp' and \p" — const has an analogous interpreta-

tion. If u° ß is a constant for all choices of a, ß and a, we write w" = const and

it can be seen that we may use a mapping waß: Ga-* Gß instead of a -* u>aaß, see

the proof of Theorem 5 below. If, in addition, «oj3 is one-to-one for all choices

of a and ß, we write "uaß is one-to-one".

3. Orthodox completely regular semigroups. Recall that regular semigroups

whose idempotents form a subsemigroup are called orthodox. In the case that S

is a band in Theorem 3, we omit the second entry, and the theorem reduces to

[13, Theorem 1] since then T(Sa) = %(Ia) X ^'(Ma). We consider next the more

general case when idempotents form a subsemigroup. The set of all idempotents

of a semigroup S will be denoted by Es.

Theorem 4. 77»e following conditions on a completely regular semigroup are

equivalent.

(i) u" = C07IJÍ.

(ii) £s is a subsemigroup.

(iii) £ot- any a, x E S, a = axa implies a = ax2 a2.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let e E Sa, f E Sß be idempotents. In view of Theorem

2, the hypothesis implies that for any v E Maß, vu>"aß is an idempotent, and hence

vu'aß = 1, the identity of G. In formula (2) following Theorem 3, we may set

o = (.ipa.aß^laß}^   so   that   the   second   entry  of   the   product  ef becomes

P<k*4^<^U>which shows that e/is an idemP°tent-
(ii) implies (iii). Assume that a = axa. Then ax^xa and hence ax =

(ax)(xa)(ax) since idempotents in a 'i-class form a rectangular band. Thus

a = axa = ax2 a2 xa = ax2 a2.

(iii) implies (ii). Let e,f E Es and x be an inverse of ef. Then xe = (xe)f(xe)

which by hypothesis implies that xe = (xe)f(xe)2 = (xefx)exe = (xe)2. Hence

x = xefx = (xe)(xefx) = xex which again by hypothesis implies x = xex2

= (xex)x = x2. Consequently, using the hypothesis, we obtain

ef = efxef = efx2(ef)2 = (efxef)(ef) = (ef)2

which shows that £s is a subsemigroup of S.
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(ii) implies (i). We can assume that the ^-classes of S are in the form of Rees

matrix semigroups with the sandwich matrix having all its entries equal to 1. Let

a > ß. Then for any o E Mß, in the notation of Theorem 3, we obtain

°(UaAß • ̂ "/Ub)  = iP^l^i^lß^jh) = (™U)PoV.jt>  = Pokt

so that (ou„,ß)h = / and thus ow°tß = th~x. Since a E Mß is arbitrary, we

conclude that <o° ß is a constant, as required.

Recall that a rectangular group is a semigroup isomorphic to the direct product

Lx Gx R where L is a left and R is a right zero semigroup, and G is a group.

Note that the semigroups in Theorem 4 were characterized in [11, Theorem 1] as

semilattices of rectangular groups. We now give a construction of semigroups in

this theorem; two other constructions were given in [3] and [5].

Theorem 5. Let Y be a semilattice; to each a E Y associate a rectangular group

Sa — 4 x Go X Ma and assume that Sa n Sß = 0 if a ¥= ß. For each pair

a,ßE Y, a> ß, let <pa<ß: Sa -* ^(Iß) with <pttß: a -* <pliß, u0i/8: Gtt -» GB, ̂ ß:

Sa -» ^'(MB) with \¡/a¡e: a -» ^tß, be homomorphisms satisfying the conditions (i),

(ii), (iii) of Theorem 3 with second formula in (i) and (iii) replaced by:

00 w«fl = 'c>
(iii') ifa>ß>y, then o)a,ßwß,y = w„,r

On S = U„sy5a ûfe/?/re a multiplication * by: for a = (i,g,(i) E Sa and b
= (y,M G Sp,

(1) a*b = i<Vltfq>j}ri>,igUart)itoßrtl<4>laßtf*ß>).

Then S is an orthodox completely regular semigroup. Conversely, every orthodox

completely regular semigroup can be so constructed.

Proof. For the direct part, we use the notation of Theorem 3 and let

(2) v<4,ß = gua,ß      (v E Mß)

ifa>ß. Then

""Z* = g"«*  = g =   lg = P,¡g =  VTig

where we consider Sa as a Rees matrix semigroup whose sandwich matrix has all

its entries equal to the identity of Ga. Hence (i) of Theorem 3 holds.

For any 9 E MaP, using (2), we obtain

9«»ß ■ *-Ha/}) = (Ktf )(%tf«L») - U«w)(H.«*) - '

so that u>aajB# ■ ̂ u/ßjmß — rk, for any k E Iaß; if also aß > y, we have

9«ß ■ *"4y) - {9<y)(Ha.y4.y) = (S"a.y)(H.Y)

=      [(gUa.aß)(hUß,aß)]Uaßy     =     tu3aßy     =     9U^y.
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as required. Hence by Theorem 3, S is a completely regular semigroup. From

formula (1), it follows at once that

£s = {('. l.|0 11 G W E Ma,a E Y}

and that £s is a subsemigroup of S.

Conversely, let S be an orthodox completely regular semigroup. We represent

S as in Theorem 3, and observe that the hypothesis that idempotents of S form

a subsemigroup implies that Sa s Ia X Ga X Ma where 7„ and Ma are given the left

and the right zero multiplications, respectively, see [7, Theorem 3,2]. Hence we

may take p^ = 1 for all » E 7a, p S Ma, a E Y in Theorem 3. If b = (j, h, v)

E Sß, then

K/¡ = 9rJh = PVh = h      (9 E Mß);

if also a = (»,g,p) E Sa, a > ß, then

0«ß • 1sHß) - QKßHWjtbp) = («<,)A = <hb = /

and hence

9u>lß = i/»"1       (ff e Mß).

We may thus let aua¿ = »A-1 e G, so that wa/5 is a function mapping Sa into G^.

We have remarked after Theorem 1 that the functions 4\>/3 are homomor-

phisms. This implies that the functions 9a ß in Theorem 3 are homomorphisms,

which in turn implies that the functions a -* <o° ß are also homomorphisms. We

have just seen that each w",/s is a constant and the function a -» w¡¡>/3 can be

replaced by wa/S: Sa -* G^. Hence the functions <oa/ä are homomorphisms. It is

easy to see that every homomorphism of the rectangular group Sa = 7a X Ga

X Ma into the group Gß can be obtained as follows: let o: Ga -* Gß be a

homomorphism, and let (»', g, p) -* go; conversely, such a mapping is evidently a

homomorphism of Sa into Gß. We denote by uaß also the homomorphism of Ga

into Gß induced by wai8 on Sa. It is now clear that formula (2) is satisfied.

For any a = (»,g,p) e 5a, we obtain guajx = p<a = prig = p^g = g and

hence uttitt = tCi. Also let b = (/.*>") e sß and # G ¿V then (gua,aß)(hußMß)

= (ß<«ß)(maßubß,aß) = ftii = Pokt = t and thus

O'.g./l) * O'.M = (^(gWo^JÍAWftojg).?)

which proves formula (1). Now let (i,g,\i) E Sa, (j,\,v) E Sß, (I, l,f) £ SY,

a > /? > y. Then

(f,g,M) * K/. U") * ft US)] = ft*.f*)( .1. ) - ( .**W< )•

[(»,g,p) * u i.")] * ft ».n = ( .««*/». )ft u) = ( .*«..,«*,. ).
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where the blanks stand for entries of no interest here. Consequently gua<y

— 8ua.ßuß.r as required.

Observe that an isomorphic copy of Es is obtained by suppressing the second

entry in Theorem 3. Recall that a nonempty subset A of a semigroup S is left

(resp. right) unitary if a, ax E A (resp. a, xa E A) implies x E A, unitary if both.

In a regular semigroup 5, these concepts coincide for A = Es and in such a case,

£s is a subsemigroup, see [6, Lemma 2.1].

Proposition 1. Let S be a completely regular semigroup. Then Es is unitary if and

only if u" = const and o>aß is one-to-one.

Proof. Necessity. We have just observed that Es must be a subsemigroup, so S

may be represented as in Theorem 5, and u" = const by Theorem 4. Let g E Ga,

a > ß and gwaj8 = 1. Then for any /" E Ia, ¡i E M„, j E Iß, v E Mß, we have

(j, 1, v), (i,g,n) * (j, \,v) 6 Es which by hypothesis yields (i,g,¡i) E Es and thus

g = 1. Consequently wa^ is one-to-one.

Sufficiency. According to Theorem 4, we can represent S as in Theorem 5.

Suppose (i,g,n) *(j,\,v) E Es. Then gu>ajtß = 1 which by hypothesis gives

g = 1 so that ii,g,n) = (/', 1,/i) E Es and Es is unitary.

4. Bands of groups. We examine here the case in which % is a congruence. We

actually start with the case in which <p('*M) is independent of g, which turns out

to be equivalent to % being a right congruence, and then impose successively

more restrictive conditions on both <pC*e) and ^'•«•f). This gives us a variety of

conditions both on Green's relations and elements of a completely regular

semigroup.

Theorem 6. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) <p('.«0 = tpO».

(ii) % is a right congruence.

(iii) For any a, x E S, axS = a2xS.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). We let (i,g,p), 0,g',/i) E Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß, and obtain

(o        a,g,n) * uh,v) = «<p^vör)>..<tóM)^')»,

(2)       (i,g\n) * (j,h,v) = «<p%*\&f\ A&^^y).

The first entries in (1) and (2) are equal in view of the hypothesis. For the second,

we write

<VfiSrW> = <rô? '""^t^&y

since rpaAß^^ßj!^ is a constant on Maj8, so that the second entries in (1) and

(2) are equal, and thus % is a right congruence.
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(ii) implies (i). Let (i,g, ¡i), (i,g',ß) E Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß, a > ß. We compute

(i,g,li)*(j,h,p) = (<p%*)j,,),

(»,g',p)*(/,A,,) = (<pa';f"V, ,),

which by hypothesis yields <pa';|''l) = <?„'$   , as required.

The proof that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent is an obvious modification of the

proof of [2, Theorem 7] and may be omitted.

For any relation p on a semigroup, we denote by p* the congruence generated

by p.

Corollary 1. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) qfii't*) = <p('», ̂ ('.*N») = ^M.

(ii) % = %*.
(iii) For any a, x E S, axSxa = a2xSxa2.

Proof. In view of Theorem 6, if suffices to show that condition (iii) in Theorem

6 and its dual are equivalent to part (iii) in this corollary. If the former holds,

then (axS)xa = a2x(Sxa) = a2xSxa2. Conversely, assume that part (iii) above

is satisfied. Then by complete regularity there exist u, v E S such that

ax = (ax)3u = (ax)a(xa)xu E a2xSxa2S Q a2xS,

a2x = (a2x)3v = (a2x)a2(xa2)xv E axSxaS Q axS,

which implies that axS = a2xS; the equality Sxa = Sxa2 is proved similarly.

The semigroups in Corollary 1 are precisely the semigroups which are bands

of groups. The expression in (2) after Theorem 3 simplifies according to item (i)

of Corollary 1, which means that the first and the third entries of the product

depend only on the %-classes containing the factors. Consequently S/5C is

isomorphic to the band obtained by substituting (»,g,/x) by (»,p).

Recall the following definition. Let 9t denote the least semilattice congruence

on any semigroup. Let S and T be semigroups and <p be an isomorphism of S/91

onto r/9L The subsemigroup {(s,t) \ Ns<p = N,} of the direct product S XT,

where A^ is the 9trclass of S containing s, and Af, has the analogous meaning, is

a spined product of S and T.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the next corollary is due to Yamada [16,

Theorem 4] and independently to the author [15, Theorem 3.2].

Corollary 2. The following conditions on a semigroup S are equivalent.

(i) S is an orthodox band of groups.

(ii) S is a spined product of a band and a semilattice of groups.

(iii) 5 is completely regular and <?<'•*■''> = tp^\ ^C-**) = i//*'*), a" = const.
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Proof, (i) implies (ii). We represent S as in Theorem 5 and immediately see that

the second entry provides the required semilattice of groups. Corollary 1 shows

that the first and the third entries in this representation yield a band isomorphic

to S/% which is in turn isomorphic to Es.

(ii) implies (i). This can be verified without difficulty.

The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows immediately from Theorem 4 and

Corollary 1 above.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the next corollary was proved by the author

[15, Theorem 4.1] and in a somewhat different form by Yamada [16, Theorem 7];

the equivalence of (i) and (iii) and of (i) and (ii) is essentially due to Howie and

Lallement [6, Theorems 2.3 and 2.5].

Corollary 3. The following conditions on a semigroup S are equivalent.

(i) S is a band of groups and Es is a unitary subset.

(ii) 5 is regular and a subdirect product of a band and a group.

(iii) S is completely regular and «pi'***) = q>^\ ^tt**) = \¡fl+\ u" = const, ua¿ is

one-to-one.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). In the proof of "(i) implies (ii)" in Corollary 2, the set of

idempotents of the semilattice of groups Tis unitary which by [15, Proposition

2.6] implies that T is a subdirect product of a semilattice and a group. In

conjunction with Corollary 2 this gives the desired statement.

(ii) implies (i). The verification is straightforward and is omitted.

The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows immediately from Proposition 1 and

Corollary 1 above.

5. Regular bands of groups. Recall that a band is (left, right) regular if it satisfies

the identity (axa = ax, axa = xa) axya = axaya. A congruence p on a semig-

roup S is a 9-band congruence if S/p is a "éP-band, where 9 stands for any adjective

affixed to a band. If also each p-class is a group, S is a 9-band of groups.

It is easy to see that in a completely regular semigroup S, 5C is the least band

congruence on S. For 91* and £* n 91* we have the following results.

Proposition 2. In any completely regular semigroup S, 91* is the least left regular

band congruence on S.

Proof. For any a E S, a%a2 so that a9la2 and 91* is a band congruence. For

any a, x E S, there exists y E S such that ax = (ax)2y. Hence ax E axaS and

thus axS = axaS so that ax®,*axa, as required. Let p be a left regular band

congruence on S and a®ub. Then 3<3Lb in S/p, which is a left regular band, so that

3 = b. Hence apb which shows that 91 Q p. But then 91* ç p proving the

minimahty of 91*.

Corollary. In any completely regular semigroup S, Ê* (*l 91* is the least regular

band congruence on S.
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 2, its dual, and the fact that regular band

congruences coincide with the intersections of left and right regular band

congruences. The last assertion follows from an analogous statement in terms of

subdirect products, see [8, Theorem 4].

We consider next the case <$L = %*.

Theorem 7. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(Í) qp('.*#) = <ff.
OO a = a*.
(iii) For any a, x,y E S, axyS = axayS.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let (i,g,p), («,g',p') E Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß, then

(1) ftft») * UM = «Ä'Ä"), , ),

(2) ftg'.íO * (AM = (W^\tT^ . )>

and the hypothesis implies that the first entries of the right-hand sides of (1) and

(2) are equal, so that the corresponding elements are ^-related. Consequently

& = a*.
(ii) implies (iii). Let a, x, y E S be such that ax = (ax)2y. Then ax E axaS

which evidently implies that axS = axaS. Hence ax^utxa and the hypothesis

implies that axy%axay and thus axyS = axayS.

(iii) implies (ii). Let a, x £ S, e be the identity of the maximal subgroup Ge of

S containing a, a~x be the inverse of a in G,. The hypothesis implies

(3) axS = aa~xaxS = aa~'xS = exS.

Now let a$lb. Then e?RA and thus b = eb, e = bt. If b E Gy, then analogous to

(3) we have ¿¡yS = fyS for any y E S. Thus

axS = exS = ¿>txS = //xS = b2ftxS = b(bf)txS

= /Xè»)x5 = ¿(a*S) - ¿exS = b(eb)xS = ¿>2xS = bxS

and therefore ax&6x.

(ii) implies (i). Let (/,g,p), (»,g',p') £ Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß, a > ß. We compute

ftí»/0 * CAM = OpÍTV* . X

which by hypothesis implies that tpi'J    = <Pa]$ * , as required.

Recall that a band is WgAi semiregular if it satisfies the identity yxa = yxyayxa.
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Corollary 1. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) (ffi<i+) = <p', ̂('.«.c) = ^fi*\

OO % = oc*, 9i = a*.
(iii) For any a, x,y E S, axySya = axaySya2.

(iv) % is a right semiregular band congruence.

Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows easily from Theorem 7 and

the dual of Theorem 6 except that we must show the equivalence of

(1) axyS - axayS,      Sya = Sya2      (a,x,y E S)

and (iii) in the statement of the corollary. Clearly (1) implies (iii). Conversely,

suppose that (iii) holds. By complete regularity, there exist u, v, z, w, t E S such

that

axy = (axyfu = (axy)ax(ya)xyu E (axaySya2)S Q axayS,

axay = (axayfv = (axay)2(a2z)xayv

= (axay)(axa)(ya2)zxayv E (axySya2)S Q axyS

which shows that axyS = axayS; further

ya = w(yaf = wy[a(ya)ya(ya)] E S[a(ya)aySya] Q Sya2,

ya2 = t(ya2)* = ty[a(aya)aya2(ya2)] E S[a(aya)ySya] Q Sya

which shows that Sya «■ Sya2, as required.

Assume that % = %*. In view of [13, Theorem 3], in order to show that (ii)

and (iv) are equivalent, it suffices to show that 9ls = 91*- if and only if 9tj = 9l|

where 5 = S/%. For any a E S, let 3 be the 3G-class of S containing a.

Suppose that 9ls = 91*- and let a, b E S be such that a<3lsb. Then 3 = bx and

b = ay for some x,yES, and thus a = bxz and b = ayw. But then a9lsZ> and

hence adSisbc for any c E S. Consequently ac^bc and thus 3c'3isbc, which

shows that 9,s = 9l|.

Conversely, suppose that 91 j = 9Lf and let a, b E S be such that a9lsè. Then

a9lj/5 so that ôc9ljèc for any c E S. Hence 5?9lj¿»c so that 3c = bcx and

be = 3cy. But then ac = bexu and be = acvy which shows that ac$lsbc.

Therefore 9ts = 91*;.

Corollary 2. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) <{fi<s#) = <p(, »¿«.«0 = ^*.

(ii) £ = £*, 91 = 91*.
(iii) For a«y a, x, y E S, axySxya = axaySxaya.

(iv) 3C ¿s a regular band congruence.
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Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) follows from Theorem 7 and its dual

except that we must show the equivalence of

(1) axyS = axayS,       Sxya = Sxaya      (a,x,y £ S)

and (iii) in the statement of the corollary. Clearly (1) implies (iii). Conversely,

assume that (iii) holds. By complete regularity, there exist u,vES such that

axy = (axyfu = (axy)a(xya)xyu £ axaySxayaS Ç axayS,

axay = (axay)3v = (axay)a(xaya)xayv E axySxyaS Q axyS,

which shows that axyS = axayS; by symmetry we also have Sxya = Sxaya.

(ii) implies (iv). This follows from the corollary to Proposition 2.

(iv) implies (i). Corollary 1 to Theorem 6 implies (pC«») = <p<'» and ^••«0

= $ß*\ By hypothesis, 5 = S/% is a regular band, so in 5 we have £ = £* and

31 = &* by [13, Theorem 4]. We have seen after Corollary 1 to Theorem 6 that

for S we may take the functions q>¿$ and %j¡\ Hence Theorem 7 and its dual

yield that <p('» = <p' and i//<'» = t/A But then in S we must have y^**'* = <p' and

6. Normal bands of groups. Recall that a band is (left, right) normal if it satisfies

the identity (axy = ayx,xya = yxa) axya = ayxa. Also recall from [14] that for

an equivalence relation p on a semigroup 5, we say that 5 satisfies p-majorization

if for any e,f,gEEs, e > /, e > g and fpg imply / = g. For example, a

completely regular semigroup satisfies £-majorization if and only if it contains no

two-element left zero semigroup with identity adjoined.

The range of a function <p will be denoted by np. The next lemma will be used

several times.

Lemma 1. Let S be a completely regular semigroup and let e = (»,p¿',p) £ Sa,

f = {jiP7x,v) E Sß. Then e >/ if and only ifa>ß,jE rtp'ai0, v E r^.

Proof. We first suppose that a > ß and compute

( ef = «ßJ'P7.lißi("<ß)«ßrJp-t), p)

= (<Pea.ßJ,P7^(»<ß)p*ifijPj. ").

(2) fe = (j',Äy1K,O("<ii).<0) = U>Pf («<*).<*)•

In view of (1) and (2), e >/if and only if a > ß and

(3) <Pa,fJ=J>

(4) P7^j,j(va'a.ß)Pv^ß.jP^ = P7jx("<.ß) = P7jx>

(5) </î = "•
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Since e is an idempotent, so are qfa,ß and \pa.ß, and thus (3) and (5) are equivalent

to

(6) j E roplß,       v E r^lß.

Hence if e > /, then a > ß and (6) holds. Conversely, assume that a > ß and

(6) holds. Formula (4) is evidently equivalent to

(7) "<ß= l'P'KfJ = P<tJ-

Since e is idempotent and 9ai/3 in Theorem 3 is a homomorphism, it follows by

Theorem 2 that u'aß • *'<<£,/} = u'a,ß. Hence by (5), we obtain

(vu>'a,ß)(vVa,ßU>'a,ß) = (vu>lß)2 = vulß E Gß

so that vu'aß = 1 ; this proves the first formula in (7), the second follows from (3)

and (5). Therefore e > /.

Theorem 8. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) <f>" = const.

(ii) 91 is a left normal band congruence.

(iii) For any a, x,y E S, axy E ayxS.

(iv) S satisfies îrtnajorization.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let (i,g,n), (i,h,v) E Sa. The hypothesis implies that for

any ß < a,

„ft«0_(¡,t^)u.p;i'g-'h,')
fa.ß      = <Pa,ß     <Pa,ß

so that <p(''*^) = <p'. Hence Theorem 7 implies that 91 = 91*. For any (i,g,fi)

E Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß, (k,t,9) E Sy, we obtain

(/,g,,x) * (¿M * (k,t,r) = «Ä>, , ),

Q,g,li)*(k,t,9)*(j,h,v) = ((tätfX ,),

which shows that S/91 is a left normal band.

(ii) implies (iii). By hypothesis, axy^ayx so that axy E ayxS.

(iii) implies (iv). Let e, f, g E Es be such that e > f, e > g, ftg. Then

/ = efg = egfx = gfx E gS for some x E S. By symmetry, also g E fS and

hence/9lg which together with ftg yields/ = g.

(iv) implies (i). Let a> ß, j, k E Iß, e = (/,/£',ft) e Sa, v E r^lß, f

= (fLßJ'PwinJ' ")' * = (tä,ßk>P'Kßk>v)- Then/Eg and e > f e > g be Lemma
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1. The hypothesis then implies that/ = g so that y'aßj = q>'aßk and hence <pá>/3 is

a constant. For any a E Sa, we have aPùe for some e E Es and thus tfa.ß^a.ß

which obviously implies that <jp|J,/9 is a constant.

Recall that a band is WgA» seminormal if it satisfies the identity yxa = yayxa.

Corollary 1. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) <p" = const, if**"> = if*».
(ii) St is a left normal band congruence, % = %*.

(iii) For any a, x,y £ S, axySya = ayxSya2.

(iv) % is a right seminormal congruence.

Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows easily from Theorem 8 and

the dual of Theorem 6 except that we must show the equivalence of

(1) axy E ayxS,       Sya = Sya2       (a,x,y £ S)

and (iii) in the statement of the corollary. Clearly (1) implies (iii). Conversely,

assume that (iii) holds. By complete regularity, there exist u, v, z E S such that

axy = (axyfu = [(axy)ax(ya)]xyu £ ayxSya2S Q ayxS;

further

ya = v(ya)4 = vy[a(ya)ya(ya)] E Say(ya)Sya2 Q Sya2,

ya2 = z(ya2)3 = zya[ayaa(ya2)] £ Sa2ySya Q Sya,

which shows that Sya = Sya2, as required.

In view of the proof of Corollary 1 to Theorem 7 and [13, Theorem 5], in order

to establish the equivalence of (ii) and (iv), it suffices to suppose that % <&,s and

Stj are congruences, where S = S/% and prove that Sls is a left normal band

congruence if and only if •% is.

If &s is a left normal band congruence, then axy^,sayx for all a, x,y E S,

which by the homomorphism S -* S/% implies öx7%äyx. Conversely, suppose

that ä~xy<3Ls3y"x. Then axy = äyxü and ajx = Sxyv so that axy = ayx(vz) and

ayx = axy(uw) for some v, u, z,w E S. But then axy^sayx as required.

Recall that a band is r/gA» quasi-normal if it satisfies the identity yxa — yaxa.

Corollary 2. 77»? following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) <p" = const, if**'') = if/.
(ii) <3lis a left normal band congruence, £ = £*.

(iii) For any a, x,y E S1, axy Sxya = ayxSxaya.

(iv) OC is a right quasi-normal band congruence.
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Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows easily from Theorem 8 and

the dual of Theorem 7 except that we must show the equivalence of

(1) axy E ayxS,       Sxya = Sxaya       (a,x,y £ S)

and (iii) in the statement of the corollary. Clearly (1) implies (iii). Conversely,

assume that (iii) holds. By complete regularity, there exist u, v, z E S such that

axy = (axyfu = [(axy)a(xya)]xyu £ ayxSxayaS E axyS;

further,

xya = v(xya)3 = vxy[(axy)a(xya)] E SaxySxaya Q Sxaya,

xaya = z(xaya)3 = (zxay)[a(xa)y](axaya) = (zxay)[ay(xa)w](axaya)

= (zxay)[ayx(awa)xaya] £ SaxySxya Q Sxya

where we have used the first formula in (1) for the existence of w, which shows

that Syxa = Sxaya, as required.

In order to prove that (ii) and (iv) are equivalent, in view of the proof of

Corollary 1 and [13, Theorem 6], we may suppose that % = %*, 9ts and <% are

left normal band congruences, where 5 = S/% and prove that £s = £*■ if and

only if £j = £|. But this follows by an argument dual to that in the proof of

Corollary 1 to Theorem 7.

Let y be a semilattice; to each a E Y associate a semigroup 5, and assume

that Sa n Sß = 0 if a ¥= ß. For each pair a, ß E Y,a>ß, let 9aß: Sa -» Sß

be a homomorphism, let 9aA = iSt and assume that 9aß9ßy = 9my if a > ß > y.

On S = UasyS, define a multiplication * by:

a * b = (a9aiaß)(b9ßAß)      (a £ Sa,b E Sß).

Then S is a semigroup called a strong semilattice of semigroups Sa, see [15].

The equivalence of (ii) and (iv) in the next corollary is a part of [14, Theorem

4.1].

Corollary 3. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent,

(i) q>" = C071ÎI, if/" = const.

(ii) OC is a normal band congruence.

(iii) For any a,x,y E S, axya £ aySxa.

(iv) S satisfies ^majorization.

(v) S ¿s a strong semilattice of its ^-classes.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). By Theorem 8 and its dual, 91 is a left normal band

congruence and £ is a right normal band congruence. It is very easy to see that

then % = £ n SI is a normal band congruence.
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(ii) implies (iii). Let a, x, y E S. Then the hypothesis implies that axyuS

= ayxaS and Saxya = Sayxa. Hence

axya = (axya)u(axya) = (ayxav)u(zayxa) E aySxa

for some u,v,z E S.

(iii) implies (iv). Let e, f, g E Es be such that e > f,e > g,f^)g. Then/ = xgy

for some x, y E S and using the hypothesis, we obtain

J'— xgy = ex(gy)e = e(gy)uxe = gyuxe E gS

for some u E S, and analogously / G Sg. Hence / = gz = wg for some z, w

E S and thus gf' = fg = /, i.e., g > f. Since the "^-class containing / and g is

completely simple, we infer that/ = g.

(iv) implies (v). This follows from [14, Construction 4.2] and the remark

preceding it.

(v) implies (i). We can use the functions in the definition of a strong

composition to obtain mappings Sa -» U(Sß), which in view of [12, Theorem 4]

shows that in terms of T(Sß) we must have op" = const and \¡/a = const.

From Theorem 8, its dual, and Corollary 3, we infer that in a completely

regular semigroup, 'i-majorization is equivalent to the conjunction of £- and 91r

majorizations.

7. Semilattices of right groups. We consider here the case when each ßD-class of

S is a right group, that is, in a completely regular semigroup, each ^class is right

simple, with various additional restrictions.

Theorem 9. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) 91 = <%.
(ii) For any a, x E S, a = axa implies xa = ax2a.

(iii) Es is a right regular band.

(iv) For any a E S, Sa Q aS.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let a, x E S be such that a = axa. Then atxa and thus

aQLxa by hypothesis. Hence xa — au for some u E S. But then

xa — au = (axa)u = (ax)(au) = (ax)(xa) = ax2 a.

(ii) implies (iii). Let e,f E Es and x E S be such that fe = /evc/i? and

/ex = xfe. Then /e = fe(ex)fe so that using the hypothesis, we obtain

exfe = fe(ex)2fe = fexexfe = x(fe)exfe = x(fexfe) = x/i?

and thus

/e = /ex> = x(/e)2 = *x(/>)2 = «(/«)*(/*) = efe.
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(iii) implies (iv). Let a, b, x, y E S be such that a = axa, ax = xa, ba

= bayba, bay = yba. Then xa, yba £ Es, and using the hypothesis, we obtain

ba = (bay)ba = (yba)ba = yb(axa)ba = (yba)(xa)(ba)

= (xa)(yba)(xa)(ba) = (ax)y(ba)2 £ aS.

Since a and b are arbitrary elements of S, we infer that Sa Q aS for all a E S.

(iv) implies (i). Let a, b E S be such that atb. Then a — xb and b = ya for

some x, y E S. The hypothesis provides z and w such that a = xb = bz and

¿> = ya = aw so that aSIA Consequently £ Ç SI and hence ^D = SI.

Corollary 1. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) SI = % £ = £*.
(ii) % is a right regular band congruence.

(iii) S is a spined product of a right regular band and a semilattice of groups.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). The hypothesis SI = <% implies that £ = % Hence % is a

right regular band congruence by the dual of Proposition 2.

(ii) implies (iii). By the dual of Proposition 2, we must have £* Q % so that

% = £. Hence SI = <$ and Theorem 9 implies that Es is a right regular band. The

proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 6 now shows that S is a spined product of Es

and a semilattice of groups, as required.

(iii) implies (i). The proof consists of a straightforward verification and may be

omitted.

Corollary 2. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent,

(i) SI = % £ is a right normal band congruence.

(ii) % is a right normal band congruence.

(iii) S is a spined product of a right normal band and a semilattice of groups.

(iv) S is a strong semilattice of right groups.

Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) is proved similarly as in Corollary 1

and its proof may be omitted. Suppose that these three conditions are satisfied.

Then SI = <$ shows that each <>i)-class is a right group, and in view of (ii), S is a

strong semilattice of its ^classes by Corollary 3 to Theorem 8. Consequently (iv)

holds. Conversely, suppose that (iv) holds. Then by Corollary 3 to Theorem 8, %

is a normal band congruence. But since each ^-class is a right group, % must be

a right normal band congruence and thus (ii) holds.

Corollary 3. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) SL = £.
(ii) % = «D.
(iii) Idempotents of S commute.

(iv) For any a £ S, Sa = aS.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 9 and its dual.

8. Completely regular semigroups satisfying 2>-covering. We consider here a

condition on the idempotents of a completely regular semigroup which is

equivalent to all <p° ß being invertible transformations whenever a > ß. Then we

specialize this situation by considering completely regular semigroups satisfying

this condition and its dual. It is convenient to introduce the following concept.

Definition 1. Let p be an equivalence relation on a semigroup S. Then S

satisfies p-covering if for any e, /, g E Es, e > / and fpg imply e > g.

Similarly as in §6, we will consider only the cases p = £, <5). If qt^ß is a

permutation for all choices of a, a and ß such that a > ß, we write "<p° ß is a

permutation"; similarly for \¡/¡¡¿.

Lemma 2. A completely regular semigroup S satisfies ^covering if and only ify^ß

is a permutation.

Proof. Necessity. Let a > ß, e E ESm, k E Iß. Fot j E r<f£ii8, v E t\plß and

/ = ij,pjx,v), we have e >/ by Lemma 1. Hence g = (k,p~kx,v) satisfies ftg

and the hypothesis implies that e > g. But then k E r<p'aß again by Lemma 1.

Consequently <pltß is the identity transformation on Iß. For any a E Sa, we have

dXe for some idempotent e, and hence <p"a,ß'X-<c'a,ß since a -* <plß is a homomor-

phism. But then <p^ must be contained in the group of units of Iß and is thus

invertible.

Sufficiency. Let e, f, g E Es be such that e > /, ftg, where e E S„ f, g E Sß
so that a > ß. The hypothesis implies that tp'aß is the identity transformation on

Iß. For/ = (j,p^x,v) and g = (k,p~kx,p), we have p G Tiplß by Lemma 1 since

e > /. Consequently & e r<pái/S and j> G r<Pa,ß which again by Lemma 1 implies

that e > g, as required.

For any semigroup 5 with identity, let GS denote its group of units.

Theorem 10. The following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) S satisfies both £- and ^-covering.

(ii) S satifies ^covering.

(iii) <p£i/3 and \p",ß ure permutations.

(iv) 9tt[ß maps Sa into GT(Sß) if a > ß.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). Let e, f, g E Es be such that e > /, ffyg. There exists an

idempotent h such that/£A, /¡9lg since each ^D-class of S is completely simple.

Hence e >/and/£/i which by hypothesis implies e > h. But then e > h and

A9lg which again by hypothesis implies e > g. Hence 5 satisfies ^D-covering.

(ii) implies (iii). It is clear that ^D-covering implies both £- and ^covering,

which by Lemma 2 and its dual implies that part (iii) holds.

(iii) implies (iv). Let a > ß and a E Sa. By hypothesis both <p° ß and i/£p are

permutations, let y and S be their respective inverses, and define <o by vu>

= ("8uaa¡p)~x (v E Mß). By hypothesis, we have that P^,.^)i"ul,B)plrlify is
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independent of v for all j E Iß and v E Mß. In particular, this holds for /

substituted by yy and v by vS, so that p^^Sto^p,^) is independent of vS and

thus of v; taking the inverse of this expression, we obtain that p^yj-)(vu)p^pSy is

independent of v for all/ E Iß and v E Mß. Consequently (y,u,S) E T(S).

Further, for any v £ Mß, we have

»Kß ■ **>) = «/,)«/!«) - «,)«,K/>)"'
= («O)«,)-1 = l,

K« • '</>) - MO**.*) = O***)-1 (»*<*) = I.

which evidently implies that (y,w,5) is the inverse of (ylß,ulß,^a,ß)ia the group

GT(Sß).
(iv) implies (i). This follows immediately from Lemma 2 and its dual.

Let 5 be a semilattice of completely simple semigroups Sa, a E Y. If a > ß,

then for every e £ ESa there always exists / E £s such that e > /. The

semigroups Sa are the classes of the least semilattice congruence 91 on 5; thus

using the partial order of the semilattice Ys = S/% ^-covering is equivalent to

the condition: for any e, f £ £,, De > Df implies e > /.

9. Special chains of rectangular groups. We will give here an explicit construc-

tion of semigroups which are chains of rectangular groups and satisfy ̂ -covering.

We denote by <B(A) (resp. <B'(A)) the symmetric group on a set A with functions

written on the left (resp. right).

Theorem 11. T^í Y be a chain; to each a E Y associate a rectangular group

Sa = 7a X G„ X Ma and assume that Sa D Sß = 0 if a ¥= ß. For each pair

a, ß E Y, a > ß, let <pa/8, wa>/8 and if/a/3 be homomorphisms as follows:

mß).   K,ß ca   K-ß ,&(Mß)

"a,ß

satisfying the condition: if a > ß > y, then

(1) wa,/¡°/},r = aa.y   for o = <p, w, if-

where all functions are written on the right. On S = Uae YSa define a multiplication

* by: for (i,g,{i) E Sa, (j,h,v) E Sß,a> ß,

(2) (i,g,p) * (/, A, v) = ((g<pa,ß)j, (gutt,ß)h, v),

(3) (/>M * (»,g,p) = (jMgua.ß)Agh,ß)\
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and the multiplication in each Sa remains the same. Then S is an orthodox completely

regular semigroup satisfying:

(4) if e,f E Es, then either efyf or e > / or e </.

Conversely, every orthodox completely regular semigroup satisfying (4) can be so

constructed.

Proof. Let 5 be as constructed above. For every a = (i,g,¡i) E Sa and a > ß,

we define

(5) «a> = '. »a* = »C.. <dlfi) = M.

(6) </J = g<Pa,/3> 4£,ß = g$a,ß-

A comparison of formulae (2) and (3) above with the multiplication (1) in

Theorem 5 shows that the multiplication defined in this theorem agrees with that

in Theorem 5 in view of the definitions (5) and (6). Hence to prove the direct part,

it suffices to verify conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 3 as modified in Theorem 5.

Formulae (5) agree with condition (i') in Theorem 5.

Let a = (i,g,n) E Sa, b = (y, A, y) G Sß. Then according to Theorem 5 and

in the notation of Theorem 3, we have

(7) c = (<qfcwß<phß>Agua,aß)(huß*ßl(tä,aß4>ß#ß>X

so that in view of Theorem 5 and a part of (1) above, it suffices to show that the

first and the third formulae in condition (iii) in Theorem 3 are valid. We consider

only the first formula there; the third is treated analogously. There are three cases

to consider, viz. a > ß, a = ß, a < ß. The case a = ß is trivial; we consider

only a > ß, the remaining case a < ß is handled similarly.

Hence assume that a > ß; then by (7),

(8) c = (<paa,ßj,(gu3a,ß)h,t>%

and using (6) and (1), we obtain for ß > y,

<y<P&T = (g<Pa,y)(%r)  = (£Wa,/S<P/?,y)(%,)

= [(gUa,ß)h]<Pß,y = <Pß,y

in view of (8), as required.

Therefore by Theorem 5, S is an orthodox completely regular semigroup. Next

let e, f E Es where e E Sa,f E Sß. If a = ß, then e^f; by symmetry, we may

assume that a > ß. Then eq>aß = i, and e\paß = iMß so that e >/by Lemma 1.

Consequently S satisfies condition (4).

Conversely, let S be an orthodox completely regular semigroup satisfying

condition (4). We represent S as in Theorem 5, and immediately see that (4)
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implies that Y must be a chain. The part of condition (1) for a = o> is given in

condition (iii') in Theorem 5. It is easy to verify that the multiplication given in

Theorem 5 agrees with the multiplication in each component Stt. Further, it is

clear that (4) implies ̂ D-covering, so that Theorem 10 yields that 9aß maps Sa into

GT(Sß) whenever a > ß. It follows from Theorem 2 that for Sß = IßXGßX Mß,

a rectangular group, we have T(Sß) = ^(Iß) xGßX ^'(Mß), so that

GT(Sß) - <5(7„) X Gß x <B'(Mß).

Theorem 5 yields that for every a E Sa, we must have <p"i/} £ ©(7^) and

<p° ß E <B'(Mß). We now have homomorphisms from Sa, which is a rectangular

group, into the groups <B(Iß) and <B'(Mß).

It is easy to see that for T = I x G x M, a rectangular group, and H any

group, all homomorphisms of Tinto G can be expressed by (»,g,p) -» gu where

<o is an arbitrary homomorphism of G into 77. Applying this to the situation

above, and changing the notation in Theorem 5 in an obvious manner, we

conclude that there exist homomorphisms <p„>/S and if/a/3 as in the statement of the

theorem which satisfy conditions (6). Comparing (2) and (3) above with (1) in

Theorem 5, we see without difficulty that these two multiplications coincide. It

thus remains to prove formula (1) for a = <p, if/ ; we restrict our attention to

a = <p; the case o = tf< is treated similarly.

Hence suppose that a > ß > y and let a = (»,g,p) E Sa and b = (j,h,v)

£ Sß. Then c = a * b is given by (8), so the first part of (iii) in Theorem 3 yields

<t^t = tâf^'^ which by (6) gives

(g<Pa,y)(h(Pß,y) = K8Ua,ß)h]<Pa,ß = (gWa,/¡<Pa,-rXHo<)>

so that by cancellation of htpßy we obtain the formula in (1) for a = <p.

Note that condition (4) in Theorem 11 can be combined with "orthodox" into:

if e, f E Es, then either e = efe and / = fef, or e > /, or e < /.

Corollary 1. Let S be the semigroup constructed in Theorem 11. 77ie7» % is a right

(resp. left) congruence if and only if tpa_ß (resp. ifj,^) is the trivial homomorphism

whenever a > ß.

Proof. This follows immediately from formulae (6) in the proof of Theorem 11,

Theorem 6 and its dual, and the obvious fact that the only constant homomor-

phism of a group into another is the trivial one.

In particular, if all <paß are trivial, they can be omitted from the construction

and the expressions for multiplication. If also all \¡/a ß are trivial, we obtain

Corollary 2. Let Y be a chain; to each a E Y associate a rectangular group

Sa = IaXGaX Ma and assume that Sa n Sß = 0 if a ¥= ß. For each pair

a, ß E Y, a > ß, let wa # : G„ -* Ge be a homomorphism, w„ „ = iCm, such that

ua,ßuß.y ~ wa.r whenever a > ß > y. On S = UaeYSa define a multiplication *
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by. for (i,g,¡i) G Sa, (y",M G Sß,

t-      *    t,L  ï      fÜAg^a.ß)h,v)       ifa>ß,

Ui,g(hua,ß),n)        ifa<ß.

Then S is an orthodox band of groups satisfying condition (4) in Theorem 11.

Conversely, every such semigroup can be constructed as above.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 11 and Corollary 1.

10. Completely regular semigroups satisfying Lö-minorization. The property in

question again concerns idempotents and is, in a certain sense, the dual of ^D-

majorization. We first consider a more general situation.

Definition 2. Let p be an equivalence relation on a semigroup S. Then S

satisfies p-minorization if for any e, f, g E Es, e < f, e < g and/pg imply/ = g.

For example, a completely regular semigroup S satisfies £-minorization if and

only if S contains no two-element left zero semigroup with a zero adjoined.

Lemma 3. A completely regular semigroup S satisfies t-minorization if and only if

for any a > ß, a, b E Sa, r<p° ß D r<p* ß ^ 0 implies that a9b.

Proof. Necessity. Let a > ß, a, b E Sa, k E r<p°i/3 n r<p*i/S. There exist /, g

G Es such that a9l/, btf, b%g. Then <po,jS9l(p¿/j and <p*ifi<3l<plP so that ry"aS
— r<pl,ß and r<p£,0 = rq>lß. The hypothesis implies that k E rtp^ D r<p*jj8.

Furthermore, ¿>£/and Wig imply ftg so that 4>lßt$lß and thus ru^ = r\plß; let

9 E r ¡¡/¿ß. Then by Lemma 1, we infer that for e = (k,p¡kx, 6) we have e < /and

e < g, which together with ftg by hypothesis yields / = g. But then a9lg and

hence a9J), as required.

Sufficiency. Let e, /, g G £s be such that e < f, e < g and y%. Then e E Sß

and f,gESa for some a > ß, and by Lemma 1, / G rtp/>/3 n r<p|^ where

e = (/./»¿', u). The hypothesis implies that ßhg which together with _/Eg yields

Theorem 12. T/ie following conditions on a completely regular semigroup S are

equivalent.

(i) m" = co«j/, <pa ß is one-to-one.

(ii) For any a, x,y E S, axy E ayxS and xa = ya implies xy E yxS.

(iii) S satisfies both t-majorization and t-minorization.

Proof, (i) implies (ii). The inclusion axy E ayxS follows from Theorem 8. Let

x = (i,g,n) E Sa, y = (j,h,v) E Sß, a = (k,t.O) E Sy be such that xa = ya.

Then

xa = (i,g,n)(k,t,9) = (<paMyi. . ),

ya = (j,h,v)(k,t,9) = («p^y, , ),
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so that ay = ßy and <pajxy » = <Pß.ßyj. Consequently

VaßjxßyiVcaß')  = <Pa.a/8r'  = <Pay,aßy(<PaMy ' ) = 'Pßy.aßyi'Pß.ßyJ )

= <Pß.aßyJ = Vaß.aßyfoß.aßj)

which by hypothesis yields <p0,aj8» = %,apf. It follows that

xy = (i.g,n)(j,h,v) = (<paj,ßi, , ),

yx = (j,h,v)(i,g,ii) = (<pßjtßj, , ),

which shows that xySiyx and thus in particular, xy £ yxS.

(ii) implies (iii). £-majorization follows from Theorem 8. Let e, f, g £ £s be

such that e < /, e < g, fig. Then /= fg, g = gf, and fe = e — ge which by

hypothesis implies that fg = gfx for some x E S. Consequently / = fg = gfx

= g(gfx) = gf = /as required.

(iii) implies (i). Again Theorem 8 can be applied to give <p" — const. Let a > ß

and »,/ E Ia be such that <pa>j8» = <p0ja/. Then for any g £ G0, p E Ma, letting

0 = (i',g,p), 6 = 0',g,p), we obtain r<p°ß = r«p*jj3, which by Lemma 3 yields

aSlA. But then » = /, and hence <p0 ß is one-to-one.

Lemma 4. A completely regular semigroup S satisfies ^-minorization if and only

if S satisfies both £- and %-minorization.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, let e, f, g £ £s be such that e < /,

e < g, f^g- Then there exists A E Es such that /£A, ASlg. It follows that

e = ef = e(fh) = (e/)A = eA and analogously e = he from /%. Hence e < A

which by hypothesis immediately implies / = A = g, as required.

The proof of the corresponding statement for ^majorization is very similar to

the above proof.
r

Corollary 1. A completely regular semigroup S satisfies both tf)-majorization and

fy-minorization if and only iftp" = const, if/" = const, <pa^ and uj,^ are one-to-one.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 12, its dual, and Lemma 4.

Corollary 2 (cf. [15, Theorem 5.1]). A semigroup S is regular and a subdirect

product of a rectangular band and a semilattice of groups if and only if S satisfies the

conditions of Corollary 1 and to" = const.

Proof. The direct part can be verified without difficulty. The converse follows

easily from Corollary 1, Theorems 4 and 5, and [15, Theorem 2.4].

Corollary 3. A semigroup S is isomorphic to the direct product of a rectangular

band and a semilattice of groups if and only if S satisfies the conditions of Corollary

2 and all <pa>|8 and if^ are onto.
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Corollary 4 (cf. [15, Theorem 6.1]). A semigroup S is regular and a subdirect

product of a rectangular group and a semilattice if and only if S satisfies the

conditions of Corollary 2 and all uaiß are one-to-one.

Proof. The direct part is easy to verify. The converse follows from Corollary 2,

Theorems 4 and 5, and [15, Theorem 2.4].

Corollary 5. A semigroup S is isomorphic to the direct product of a rectangular

group and a semilattice if and only if S satisfies the conditions of Corollary 3 and all

waj8 are one-to-one and onto.

The author is indebted to Professor A. H. Clifford for useful remarks

concerning the presentation of the paper.
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